Welcome to IMUNE,
The International Medical University for Natural Education
We are dedicated to helping people, patients, therapists, doctors, our society
and the planet, through education in Natural Medicine and expansive quantum
bio-science. Why is Quantum Biofeedback much more
We need to teach all of our therapists to do more than just click buttons but to
learn also how to:
1. Find evidence (use the IMUNE Library) and get answers to questions
2. Evaluate claims (use WHPRS),
3. Do a lifestyle inventory (SOC index) and Reduce the Suppressions and
Obstructions to the Natural Curative process of the body,
4. Teach patients to Relax, reduce stress, adjust posture, exercise, do yoga,
meditate, increase intelligence and use our Wellness Apps
5. Use GSRtDCs to increase sport and school performance and
6. How to write a report, debrief, bill 3rd party and recommend lifestyle
changes with Natural Remedies and Electro-Ceuticals.
Europe has specified that anyone in health care profession needs at least 750
hr of specialty training. The State of New York has said that if you have a
Masters Equivalency from experience, 100 hours are needed as a minimum to
do biofeedback. Just taking the tests is not enough you need to validate 100 hr
of study, practicum, curriculum, library research access and thesis. Validate all
of this to a licensed IMUNE Mentor. IMUNE’s course offer a standardized
learning experience with accepted Medical University evidence based scientific
textbooks.
Biofeedback was the craze in the 60s and 70s, filled with promise, but fell out
of favour for not really helping people to its potential. Now it is coming back
stronger than ever with the addition of lifestyle inventory. All biofeedback
technicians must learn about basic behavioural medicine and healthy lifestyle.
The key to biofeedback is Personal Responsibility. Helping people without
SINthetic drugs. People can learn to change their blood pressure, blood sugar,
pain threshold, and much more with their minds and awareness. But when
they become aware of their bad behaviours that cause disease, they can

become more responsible and dramatically healthier. Lifestyle inventory (What
we call the SOC Index) is today an essential part of biofeedback.
We teach the incredible complexity of energy patterns that make up the
human body and the incredible diversity there truly is. Such diversity demands
appreciation for the differences in people and the ludicrous nature of
prejudice.
Beware of Paper mills selling degrees with little real education. If you are called
upon to show your textbooks, tests and curriculum make sure it is a good one.
Any who do not want to ask about bad behaviours or if you do not want to
encourage people to reduce them, then please do not become a biofeedback
therapist. If you cannot give up bigotry, then; there are many job opportunities
in the fast food and house cleaning industry.
There are several industries that make a living Killing people and or Making

Disease. Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Oil, and yes even Big Pharma are the
primary examples. They put profit over people. They are the enemy of health
care. Any therapist who wants to ignore their destructive abilities to your
patients, society and the environment should also seek employment
elsewhere.
To get a patent you must prove that your substance is NOT of Nature. The
social experiment of whether SINthetic patents work is over. The conclusion is
that internal SINthetics are not really compatible with the body and they
create side effects, dependencies, toxicities and disruption of health. People
have the right to choose natural medications and only IMUNE is teaching
evidence based energetic ways to do this.
An IMUNE therapist does not have to carry a crusade or threaten these BIG
Profit industries. But a therapist should not be IGNORE-ANT and IGNORE
them. Our Education must include an awareness of their disease causing
actions.
It is completely legal to use the IMUNE International License in a state where
biofeedback is unregulated. If the state later regulates biofeedback, your
IMUNE license and experience will guarantee an opportunity to be
grandfathered in with a state license. A certification is not a guarantee.

So IMUNE is seeking to make SUPER therapists and doctors to help all of
the afflictions of humanity. It takes courage and dedication to become an
IMUNE therapist. So dare to care and share software so we can increase
wealth and health. Find the time and dedication to watch the videos and read
the books.
All of the IMUNE medical, biofeedback, law, business and the curses are
available thru the Intellectual Angel Movies known as IAMFLICKS. Go to
http://i-am-flicks.com. I Think, Therefore I AM. I Think, Therefore IAMFLICKS.
Here on IAMFLICKS you can pay for services, your tuition or make a donation.
And here and only here you can access the courses.
This no commercial TV is like Netflix, and it costs just 15 dollars a month. All
students need to sign up and watch the standardized videos + read the books.
Stop looking for excuses. Get a Masters level equivalency, get a mentor, do the
100 hrs, pass the tests, use industry standards of charging and ethics, get an
International license + become a SUPER Quantum Biofeedback Therapist.
Then make a good, actually very good, income.

